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Abstract

We present a method for improving local
coherence in German with implications
for automatically as well as for human-
generated texts. We demonstrate that lo-
cal coherence crucially depends on which
constituent occupies the initial position in
a sentence. We provide statistical evidence
based on a corpus investigation and on re-
sults of an experiment with human judges
to support our hypothesis. Additionally,
we implement our findings in a generation
module for determining theVorfeld con-
stituent automatically.

1 Introduction

Multi-document summarization extracts impor-
tant sentences from different input documents and
joins them together in one output document. Obvi-
ously, this procedure may not lead to well-written
summaries as they may lack coherence. Even if
the extracted sentences exhibit some coherence on
the entity level, they cannot present the informa-
tion in the right word order thus leading to difficult
to read sentences.

In this paper we propose a method for improv-
ing local coherence of German texts by making
transitions between sentences smoother. We show
that the fluency of a transition from one sentence
to the next one depends on which constituent occu-
pies the initial position of the next one. This work
is done within a project on automatic text-to-text
biography generation which proceeds as follows:
Given a number of documents about a certain per-
son and a keyword query as input, first, the sen-
tences which are relevant to the user are found;
second, a coherent text is generated from them.

The tasks performed during the generation phase,
when selected sentences are being put together,
concern the order of sentences (global coherence)
as well as the order of constituents within a sen-
tence and pronominalization (local coherence). In
this paper we investigate the tasks constituent or-
der and pronominalization.

Other applications which could benefit from our
method are text summarization, machine transla-
tion, or any other application whose output con-
sists of more than one sentence. Moreover, as we
will demonstrate, simple rules can improve the flu-
ency of a text produced by human writers.

Unlike some other approaches investigating the
relation between information structure and word
order, our scope is not limited to noun phrases
only, but also includes adverbs and discourse con-
nectives. Because of that we deliberately decided
not to formalize our approach within such well-
established frameworks as, for example, Centering
(Grosz et al., 1995; Prince, 1999). The modifica-
tions needed for such formalization would require
extending the notion of the (backward-, forward-
looking) center not just to constituents other than
NPs but also to propositions and would lead to a
loss of conceptual simplicity of this framework.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows: Having outlined related work on genera-
tion (Section 2) and on information structure (Sec-
tion 3), we first motivate and present our approach
(Section 4), then we introduce our data whose
analysis provides statistical evidence for our hy-
pothesis (Section 5). The results of an experiment
with human judges which also confirm the claims
concerning the functions of the VF and an appli-
cation to generation are presented in Section 6 and
Section 7 respectively.



2 Related Work

Recent papers on local coherence have suggested
algorithms for ordering discourse units like sen-
tences or clauses while phrase ordering within
a sentence has not received as much attention.
Barzilay et al. (2002) consider the task of sen-
tence ordering within a multi-document summa-
rization approach and experiment with majority
and chronological ordering. Lapata (2003) infers
constraints on sentence order from a corpus of do-
main specific texts and approaches the problem in
a probabilistic manner. Karamanis et al. (2004)
assume a set of clauses as the input and compute a
metric for text structuring which utilizes the Cen-
tering perspective on coherence. Since all these
studies concern English, the question of phrase
or word ordering does not play an important role
there. The German language, allowing for word
order variations, introduces another challenge for
generating locally coherent texts.

Kruijff et al. (2001) combine the Prague School
and the systemic-functional frameworks and re-
cognize the importance of the information struc-
ture for word order variation. They propose an
approach to characterizing word order which can
be equally well applied to different languages, no
matter whether the word order is driven pragmati-
cally or syntactically. In their study, they consider
English, Czech and German and demonstrate that
in each case the word order can be determined by
so calledcommunicative dynamism(Firbas, 1974)
as well as by the language specificsystemic order-
ing (Sgall et al., 1986). Generally, communica-
tive dynamism prescribes that explicitly or implic-
itly given entities (termed context-bound) precede
new information and systemic ordering describes
the canonical order in a clause which in case of
German corresponds to the following:

Actor
�

TemporalLocative
�

SpaceLocative
�

Means
�

Ad-

dressee
�

Patient
�

Source
�

Destination
�

Purpose

The authors apply their algorithm to English and
Czech software instruction manuals and note that
it can be applied to German as well.

3 Background on Information Structure

Due to divergencies in terminology, information
structure is notoriously difficult to talk about (see
Levinson (1983, p.x)). Therefore, given that the
sentence topic is what our proposal relies on, it is
a matter of necessity to provide an operative def-

inition and clearly express similarities and differ-
ences to existing approaches before presenting our
idea.

In general, there are two views ontopic: as
what the sentence is about, and as the measure of
salience of an entity. The former has its origin in
the work of Strawson (1964); an extreme example
of the latter is Givon (1983) whose topic is very
similar to the notion of the backward-looking cen-
ter in the Centering model (Grosz et al., 1995). We
adhere to the first view and define topic based on
the pragmatic relation of aboutness only, thus ex-
cluding the discourse status of the referent from
our definition. The topic is the referent the propo-
sition is about, or more precisely, the referent the
speaker assumes to be a center of current inter-
est. Consequently, we do not subscribe to the
view that the element about which the information
is provided always occupies sentence initial posi-
tion. On the contrary, like Reinhart (1981), we
think that topiclike elements may and do appear
on other positions as well. The role of the sentence
initial element, on the other hand, is more similar
to the role of ’real’ topics as described by Chafe
(1976) in that they ’are not so much “what the sen-
tence is about” as “the frame within which the sen-
tence holds”’. Splitting these two functions makes
our approach different from Vallduvı́’s (1990). For
him, ’by starting a sentence with link speakers in-
dicate to hearers that the focus must go to that ad-
dress, and enter the information under its label.’
(Vallduv́ı, 1990, p.59). Although in many cases
his link and our topic coincide, we find it unintu-
itive and improbable that dates or discourse con-
nectives are the addresses where the new informa-
tion is attached.

Apart from that, we distinguish between what
has been introduced by Chafe (1987) as active,
accessible and inactive referents. Topic and ac-
tiveness correlate in that the most easily processed
sentences are those whose topic referents are ac-
tive in the discourse (Lambrecht, 1994, p.165).

Our approach is similar to the one of Kruijff
et al. (2001) in that we also consider the rela-
tion between word order and information struc-
ture but differs from it in several respects. Firstly,
Kruijff et al. (2001) concentrate on how to gener-
ate not just a grammatical but acceptable order-
ing whereas we focus on how to determine not
just a grammatical and acceptable ordering but the
one that makes the transition as smooth as pos-



sible. Secondly, we extend context-bound infor-
mation to accessible and treat context-bound NPs,
temporal expressions and discourse connectives in
the same way. The fact that absolute temporal ex-
pressions are perfectly acceptable in the beginning
of a sentence (Heidolph et al., 1981, ch.4) which
can not be explained in terms of given and new in-
formation is noticed by Kruijff-Korbayov́a et al.
(2002) where locations or temporal expressions
are treated as the theme or point of departure of the
clause. Extending given information to accessible
makes it possible to treat these cases uniformly.

4 Our Hypothesis

Because of the fixed verb position, the German
V-second clause is divided into two parts. The
part preceding the finite verb, “prefield”, orVor-
feld (VF) usually contains only one constituent,
and the part between the finite verb or comple-
mentizer and the verbal elements at the end of the
clause, “middle field”, orMittelfeld (MF) incorpo-
rates the rest. In (1) and all the following examples
the VF is indicated by italics:

(1) Marie Curie
Marie Curie

wurde
was

am
on the

7.
7th

November
November

1867
1867

in
in

Warschau
Warsaw

geboren.
born.

’Marie Curie was born in Warsaw on the 7th
of November 1867’

The problem of constituent ordering in German
can be reformulated then: Which constituent is to
be placed in the VF? What should be the order of
constituents in the MF?

Concerning the VF, the following claims are
made: the VF, being a cognitively prominent posi-
tion (Gernsbacher & Hargreaves, 1988), has two
major1 functions: Whenever the topic of a sen-
tence needs to be established, it is placed into the
VF. Otherwise, if the topic has already been es-
tablished and is still activated in the mind of the
reader, it should be pronominalized and there is
no need for it to occupy the VF (see Frey (2004)
for recent research on the topic position in Ger-
man). In this case the VF is the position responsi-
ble for a smooth transition from the previous sen-
tence to the current one. The smoothness or flu-
ency of transitions is ensured by placing a con-

1Other elements, such as contrastive topics, are encoun-
tered in the VF as well but considerably less frequent.

stituent in the VF which helps linking the intro-
duced sentence to the representation readers have
already built in their mind.

The best candidate for the VF is to be selected
from the set of accessible elements. These are en-
tities accessible due to the preceding context, e.g.
repeated mentions or anaphoric elements, inferen-
tially accessible constituents (bridging anaphora).
Temporal expressions – absolute,am 23. Mai
1900 (on the 24th of May), or relative,Im gleichen
Jahr (in the same year)– belong to this group be-
cause of the relevance of the time scale for the
biography genre. For newspaper texts locations
(e.g. Berlin, Sankt-Petersburg) and other named
entities (e.g.SPD, Merkel, SAP) are expected to
be as readily accessible as temporal expressions
here. Discourse connectives count as accessible
constituents as well: They establish a relation be-
tween the proposition expressed in the current sen-
tence and propositions expressed earlier in the dis-
course.So (so), anschliessend (finally), dabei (in
doing so)are examples of such connectives but not
weil (because), obwohl (although)which link two
clauses within one sentence. Proadverbials, e.g.
damit (with that), dar̈uber (about that)are also in-
cluded in this group.

The first impression might be that it is inconsis-
tent to unify such diverse phenomena as discourse
connectives and noun phrases. This impression
may change if we distinguish between structural
connectives and discourse adverbials and consider
the latter as anaphora (Webber et al., 2003). From
this point of view the fact that an adverbial connec-
tive, e.g. sonst(otherwise), and an inferrable NP,
e.g.die Familie(the family) following a discourse
where the parents are mentioned, are both treated
as accessible elements, should not be surprising
because both of them are instances of anaphora
(bridging anaphora in the latter case).

To sum up, we identify the topic in the sentence,
which is the address for new information, we also
find other linking or framing elements and in case
of the topic being activated place the best candi-
date from the linking list to the VF. We hypoth-
esize that this strategy provides smoother transi-
tions than reserving the VF for the topic. The
rest of the paper provides evidence from different
sources which confirm our hypothesis.



5 Data

5.1 Preprocessing

The data we investigate is a collection of biogra-
phy texts from the German version of Wikipedia2.
The data is homogeneous in the sense that it con-
tains all biographies under the Wikipedia category
of physicists.

Fully automatic preprocessing in our system
comprises the following stages: First, a list of peo-
ple of a certain Wikipedia category is taken and
for every person an article is extracted. The text
is purged from Wiki tags and comments, the in-
formation on subtitles and paragraph structure is
preserved. Second, sentence boundaries are iden-
tified with a Perl CPAN module3 whose perfor-
mance we improved by extending the list of abbre-
viations and modifying the output format. Next,
the sentences are split into tokens. The TnT tag-
ger (Brants, 2000) and the TreeTagger (Schmid,
1997) are used for tagging and lemmatizing. Fi-
nally, the texts are parsed with the CDG depen-
dency parser (Foth & Menzel, 2006). Thus, the
text is split on three levels: paragraphs, sentences
and tokens, and morphological and syntactic in-
formation is provided.

A publicly available list of about 300 discourse
connectives was downloaded from the Internet site
of the Institute of the German Language4 (Insti-
tut für Deutsche Sprache, Mannheim) and slightly
extended. These are identified in the texts and an-
notated automatically as well. Named entities are
classified according to their type using informa-
tion from Wikipedia: person, location, organiza-
tion or undefined. Given the peculiarity of our cor-
pus, we are able to identify all mentions of the bi-
ographee in the text by simple string matching. We
also annotate different types of referring expres-
sions (first, last, full name) and resolve anaphora
by linking personal pronouns to the biographee
provided that they match in number and gender.

Temporal expressions (both relative and abso-
lute) and VFs are identified automatically by a set
of patterns. VFs, for example, are determined as
the part of the sentence standing before the root
verb.

2http://de.wikipedia.org
3http://search.cpan.org/˜holsten/Lingua-DE-Sentence-

0.07/Sentence.pm
4http://hypermedia.ids-mannheim.de/index.html

5.2 Corpus Analysis

We analyzed 370 texts with an average length of
17 sentences, 6521 sentences in total. 2857 of
them mentioned the biographee (with the name or
with a personal pronoun) and hence were of in-
terest for us. Whenever such a sentence opens a
new section in an article, we assume that the topic
should be explicitly established, therefore a con-
crete reference to the person is needed and the
referring expression should be placed in the VF,
no matter what its syntactic function is. When-
ever a sentence is preceded by one or several sen-
tences which already are about the biographee, we
assume the person to be activated in the mind of
the reader. In such a case a pronominal reference
should be used, and the preferred position for it
is the MF. Examples (2) and (3) should make the
point clearer:

(2) a Familie
Familiy

und
and

frühe
early

Jahre
years

’Family and early years’

b Marie Curie
Marie Curie

wurde
was

am
on

7.
7th

November
November

1867
1867

als
as

Maria
Maria

Salomea
Salomea

Sklodowska
Sklodowska

in
in

Warschau
Warsaw

geboren.
born.

’Marie Curie was born in Warsaw on the
7th of November 1867 as Maria Salomea
Sklodowska.’

(3) a Zusammen
Together

mit
with

ihrem
her

Mann
husband

Pierre
Pierre

Curie
Curie

und
and

dem
the

Physiker
physicist

Antoine
Antoine

Henri
Henri

Becquerel
Becquerel

erhielt
received

sie
she

1903
1903

den
the

Nobelpreis
Nobel prize

für
in

Physik.
physics.

’Together with her husband Pierre Curie
and the physicist Antoine Henri Bec-
querel, she received the Nobel prize in
physics in 1903.’

b Acht Jahre sp̈ater
Eight years later

wurde
was

ihr
her

der
the

Nobelpreis
Nobel prize

für
in

Chemie
chemistry

verliehen.
given.

’Eight years later, the Nobel prize in
chemistry was given to her’



pronoun name conn. temp.expr.
VF 680 953 359 1358
MF 2177 602 1013 1355
Total 2857 1555 1372 2713

Table 1: Distribution of expressions according to
their position

Following a title, (2b) opens the biography
which is devoted to Marie Curie. The topic is es-
tablished by placing the full name reference to the
VF. Pronominalization and placing the constituent
in the MF are deprecated. In (3) the situation is
different: The biographee is already activated in
the mind of the hearer, and in (3b) there is a better
candidate for the VF – a temporal expression.

Considering sentences with a reference to the
biographee, it was of interest to us to see which
constituents usually occupy the VF. Table 1 shows
the distribution of the expressions referring to
the biographee (pronominal and non-pronominal),
temporal expressions, and connectives with re-
spect to their position in a sentence. The results
clearly indicate that the VF is not a preferred po-
sition for pronouns, whereas non-pronominal ref-
erence may appear in the VF about one and a half
times as often as in MF. Unfortunately, some con-
nectives are ambiguous and can mark relations be-
tween clauses of one sentence as well as relations
between sentences. In the future we plan to im-
prove the annotation and rule out all instances of
intrasentential connectives. The fact that temporal
expressions appear in the VF as often as in the MF
does not support our hypothesis so far. In order to
find out which candidate is more preferrable, we
performed an experiment with human judges.

6 Experiment

In order to verify our hypotheses on text flu-
ency, we performed an experiment with human
judges, all native speakers of German who were
presented with 24 short text fragments from our
corpus. Each fragment had two possible continua-
tions which were identical in all aspects but for the
word order. The order of the two alternative sen-
tences as well as the order of the fragments was
generated randomly. The judges were asked to
choose from the two variants the one which con-
tinues the preceding text in the most fluent way
or choose nothing in case of both continuations
sound equally fluent.

(4) a Nach
After

seiner
his

Kriegsteilnahme
War participation

am
in the

Ersten
First

Weltkrieg
World War

folgte
followed

er
he

Berufungen
invitations

nach
to

Jena,
Jena,

Stuttgart,
Stuttgart,

Breslau
Wroclaw

und
and

Zürich.
Zürich.

’Having taken part in the First World
War, he accepted invitations from Jena,
Stuttgart, Wroclaw and Z̈urich’

b
�

Dort
There

belegte
hold

er
he

den
the

Lehrstuhl
chair

für
for

Theoretische
theoretical

Physik,
physics,

den
which

vor
before

ihm
him

bereits
already

Albert
Albert

Einstein
Einstein

und
and

Max
Max

von
von

Laue
Laue

inne hatten.
had.

b
� �

Er
He

belegte
hold

dort
there

den
the

Lehrstuhl
chair

für
for

Theoretische
theoretical

Physik,
physics,

den
which

vor
before

ihm
him

bereits
already

Albert
Albert

Einstein
Einstein

und
and

Max
Max

von
von

Laue
Laue

inne hatten.
had.

’He hold there the chair of theoretical
physics, which was before him occupied
by Albert Einstein and Max von Laue’

Sentences (4b
�
) and (4b

� �
) have the same propo-

sitional content and differ only in what stands in
the VF: the proadverbialthereor the personal pro-
nounhe. If our hypothesis is right, then the judges
would choose (4b

�
) more often than (4b

� �
).

The purpose of the experiment was twofold: to
check, first, whether in cases where topic estab-
lishing is necessary (e.g. example (2)), the VF
is the preferrable position for the topic. Second,
whether an established topic occupying the VF
makes the transition to the sentence smoother, or
there are better candidates for this position (exam-
ple (4)).

18 human judges (9 female and 9 male) took
part in the experiment. The statistical significance
of our results was computed using� �

test on the



inferrable temp.expr. connective proadverbialtotal
pronoun – + + + � � + + – + + + – + – – – 17
name + + 2

Table 2: Results of the experiment with human judges

� � � �� 	 level or below. It turned out that the
preference for a certain variant was significant if it
was chosen by at least 15 judges.

6.1 Topic-establishing Sentences

We selected three section initial sentences which
mention the biographee because such sentences
open a new discourse topic (this is explicitly
marked by using section titles) and therefore re-
quire non-pronominal reference to the person.
Three pairs – a sentence and a propositionally
equivalent variant of it – were presented to the
judges. Example (2) is one of such fragments. In
these three fragments the judges had a choice of
what to place into the VF: an absolute temporal
expression, an NP with a reference to a previously
mentioned and therefore accessible person, and an
inferentially accessible NP or a name reference to
the biographee. In all three cases the biographee
was preferred over other candidates for the VF po-
sition, and in two of the cases the difference was
significant. This finding alone is in accordance
with the well-known correlation between topics,
subjects and sentence initial position and does not
have a dramatic impact on coherence.

6.2 Sentences with the Established Topic

The second part of the experiment concerned sen-
tences where the biographee is established as the
topic due to the immediately preceding context
(like (3a,b) and (4a,b)). From the 19 test pairs of
this kind, seventeen contained a pronominal ref-
erence, and in two other pairs the biographee was
referred to with the last name. For these examples,
constituents of the following kinds were supposed
to be better candidates for the VF:inferrable con-
stituents(5 fragments),temporal expressions(4),
discourse connectives(5), or proadverbials(5).
Here we distinguish between connectives which
have a distinct semantic meaning (e.g. temporal or
additive), these are labeled asdiscourse connec-
tives, from proadverbials(dabei, dar̈uber) whose
meaning is usually context-dependent.

Syntactic function was expected to play a mi-
nor role for the choice of the best constituent for

the VF. This parameter was set in favour of the ac-
tivated referent: in all sentences the syntactic role
of the biographee is subject.

For everypair it turned out that the majority of
judges preferred accessible constituents over ac-
tivated subjects. In five cases, the judges pre-
ferred the modified version over the original sen-
tence, i.e. the sentence from the Wikipedia article,
because they found the modified fragment sound
more fluent. A plus (+) in Table 2 stands for cases
where the difference in preferences is significant
on the � � � �� 	 level, a circle (�) for signifi-
cance on the� � � �� 
 level, a minus (–) for non-
significant preference.

Interestingly, for both examples with a non-
pronominal reference to the biographee the con-
nective as well as the accessible constituent were
preferred significantly more often. This brings us
to the conclusion that for a fluent transition the es-
tablished topic should not be placed into the VF
no matter what its surface or syntactic realization
is. The last two test sentence pairs let the reader
choose between, first, a temporal expression and
an accessible constituent; second, a temporal ex-
pression and a proadverbial. For the former case,
no difference in preferences was found; for the lat-
ter, the proadverbial was picked significantly more
frequent than the temporal expression.

Obviously, in order to rank candidates of dif-
ferent kinds more subtle experiments need to be
performed: Form of the expression, semantics of
connectives, and degree of accessibility should be
taken into account. So far, it can only be stated
that, concerning candidates for the VF, the estab-
lished topic follows any of the listed above.

7 Implications for Generation

In this section we present an application of our
findings to the automatic identification of the best
candidate for the VF. This can be considered a first
step towards the automatic generation of phrase
and word order. We split our 370 articles corpus
into training and testing sets and selected parsed
sentences which mention a biographee. Thus we
obtained 3080 and 616 sentences for training and



belegte (S)

den Lehrstuhl (OBJA)

für Theoretische Physik

dort (ADV)er (SUBJ)

Figure 1: Essential part of example (4)

testing respectively. The number of candidate con-
stituents for a sentence ranged from 1 to 8 be-
ing 4 on average. Consider the example (4b

� �
)

again: Er belegte dort den Lehrstuhl für Theo-
retische Physik, den vor ihm bereits Albert Ein-
stein und Max von Laue inne hatten.For our pur-
poses we may ignore the structure dependent on
the OBJALehrstuhland consider only the nodes
dependent on the root verb (Figure 1). In this ex-
ample there are three candidates which can occupy
the VF because there are three constituents depen-
dent on the main verb.

Using maximum entropy learning which has
been successfully applied to a number of NLP
tasks, including word order generation (Ratna-
parkhi, 2000), we trained a binary classifier which
for every constituent estimated the probability of
it being in the VF. The three feature vectors for
Figure 1 are presented in Table 3. The first seven
features apply to any candidate, these are the word
immediately dependent on the verb (DEP.WORD),
the non-auxiliary root verb (VERB), the lexical
head of the dependent constituent (LEX.HEAD),
part of speech (POS), syntactic function (SYNT),
maximal depth (DEP) and the length (LEN) of the
constituent. If the constituent is a named entity,
a temporal expression or a connective then this
is expressed asTYPE. If it is a person, then it is
marked whether it refers to the biographee (ROLE)
and the type of the referring expression is given
(REF.EXPR). For a temporal expression,REF.EXPR

expresses whether it is an absolute or a relative
one. The last line gives values of the temporal ex-
pression from example (2b) –am 7. November
1867. From all candidates for one sentence, the
one with the highest probability was chosen as the
best candidate. The results were evaluated against
the original ordering. Note, that with this setting
contextual information is totally absent, and in-
ferrable constituents can not be identified.

From the 616 test instances the algorithm made
a mistake in 211 cases, thus the accuracy is about

Wikipedia MaxEnt
pron temp 17
pron conn 8
name temp 11
XP pron 22

Table 4: Types of errors with their frequency

65%. Having analysed the first 100 errors, we
summarize our observations in Table 4. In 17
cases the algorithm preferred a temporal expres-
sion over a pronoun which occupied the VF in
the original Wikipedia article. This counts as a
mistake although, as the experiment has demon-
strated, human judges find text more coherent pro-
vided there is a temporal expression and not a pro-
noun in the VF. Likewise, the fact that 8 connec-
tives were classified falsely does imply that the
generated order would make the text less coherent
than the original. Apart from that, name references
may have been used in topic established sentences,
which means that some of the 11 mistakes might
not be errors, just as it is in the case of pronouns.

In 22 cases a pronominal reference to the bi-
ographee was chosen instead of a NP, PP or a
sub-clause (labeled XP in the table) which were
accessible due to the preceding context. By ex-
tending the list of features and taking the context
into account we expect to improve the results sig-
nificantly. Whereas temporal expressions, NEs
and connectives can be identified relatively eas-
ily, identifying inferrable NPs is a much harder
task. A straightforward way to measure inferra-
bility is by means of string matching but, obvi-
ously, this method would work for the most trivial
cases only. Measuring semantic relatedness (using
GermaNet (Gurevych, 2005) or Wikipedia (Strube
& Ponzetto, 2006)) could offer a more intelligent
way of finding accessible referents.

8 Conclusions

Corpus investigation as well as experiments on
constituent reordering confirmed our claims con-
cerning the role of the VF: In most cases, it is ei-
ther the topic establishing position, or the position
for accessible constituents. In line with the hy-
pothesis, human judges find transitions between
sentences smoother when the VF is occupied by
accessible elements, and not by topics, no mat-
ter what their discourse status is. The first re-
sults on automatic phrase ordering motivate fur-



DEP.WORD VERB LEX.HEAD POS SYNT DEP LEN TYPE ROLE REF.EXPR.�
er� belegte er pper subj d=0 l=1 pers biogr re=pron�
dort� belegte dort adv adv d=0 l=1�
lehrstuhl� belegte lehrstuhl nn obja d=7 l=18�
am� geboren november card pp d=3 l=5 temp re=abs

Table 3: Vectors for the three constituents in Figure 1 and the temporal expression from example (2b)

ther research in this direction. In the future we
would like to automatically generate word order
for whole sentences. The ultimate goal is to apply
the method to generating coherent biographies.
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